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‘Lite basic relations needed for a simple model oh monetary policy
are, therefoa’e, a demand—for—muoney schedule and the definition of
the real rate of interest as the difference between the nominal rate
and the expected rate of inflation, ‘1 hese two relations will be embed—
(led in a stochastic structure that allows fcr transitory and permanent
shocks to the real rate of interest, the income velocity of money, and



(The demand for money equals an intercept, a,, a term in the interest
rate, ~i

1
, and a residual, aa,.)

(3) i, = ~,-m + U,

(The central bank targets the nominal interest rate, shifting its target
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The assumption that a single interest:-rate variable in the money
demand function is appropriate for theoretical analysis of interest-
t-ate targeting versus the targeting of a moimetary aggregate has been
common to the academic literature on this topic. Bennett McCallum
(1981, p. 323) remarks: “Most analyses of the instrument problem
t__,.__ 1,,.,.,, ,.,,,,l..,,,) ~



(The short-term interest rate, i, equals the long-term rate except the
observation error plus or minus a term, A, which represents the
current movement in the short-term rate to equilibrate the demand
for money with its supply.)

(6) p = p” + gin)



which will (litter trom its expected value. Under monetary targeting,

aim opportunity cost variable has to adjust. Because all surprises
within the current period have to do with temporary shocks, there
is no need fhr tIme long—term interest rate to adjust. At the short end,
the term A in equation (5) is available to equilibrate demand and
supply of money (recall that the real rate of interest is exogenous,
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1. Price level adjusts to shocks 1. Short-term interest rate or
within the current period, money supply adjusts to

current shocks.
2. Public receives money 2. All money growth numbers

supply data without error, are noisy.
Q ~ l.-.fl..A ~ ‘I ~ , A1L.~.-1



11(12) = 2.981; N = 1.842.

(Y~(M2) = 0.0118 *

~
1
, (M2) = 7.534 * 10”

if~(M2) = 0.506 * io4

RMSE = 0.029; p(l) = 0.280; Q(5) = 6.728;
77/in’ i(~AA AT ii fin



of interest to which a second Kalman filter was applied as follows:

‘r, (r) = 0.0045 * 106
~0fr)= 2.0151 *

= 0.0016 * io-4



a money rule or an interest-rate rule. [his linding confirms l3arro’s

principal resimltthat interest-rate targeting delivers control over inter-

est rates with no cost in the form of higher forecast errors in inflation.

TABLE 2

Fiaa?rAq’l’ iCilnonc atsi HAnnn’c Mnnm?i.



I nese secono moments no not nepenu on tne cnoice netween target-
ing the money supply and letting the interest rate absorb shocks to
the demand for money, or setting an interest rate instrument and
allowing the money supply to equilibrate the money market. The rule
setting the desired (expected) rate of growth in money is identical for
Mi and M2. 1’hat rule depends only on the state update equations
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(14) AM~, = —0,4805 p1T,1 — 0.7691 Ap’,~1

Results are shown in Table 3, with the bottom lines indicating the
deterioration in the quality of the price-level stabilization,

Barro makes his case for interest-rate targeting through proving
- --I- / ‘_~_ 1’ i_~_.-_-L-.-L i_i_ _±—_
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between two meanings of the term interest-rate targeting. In his
influential paper, Barro (1989) used the term both to indicate the
choice of an interest rate as instrument of monetary control and to
refer to a central hank objective that does include the smoothing of
interest rates. In my paper, I separate the two different meanings of
interest-rate targeting both in Barro’s own model and in an alternative
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SETTING A FRAMEWORK FOR MONETARY
POLICY

Alan C. Stockman



First, the model is not complete; it leaves unexplained certain key
assumptions. There are two interest rates in the money demand
function: a slmort rate and a long rate. I have no serious objection to
this. But the paper assumes that only the short-term interest rate
(and not the long rate) responds in the short rimn to economic distimr—
hnnr~~‘rli;~&’~~’+r’in~ nlntinn’ Ti iv,,,nII 1,nn~,,n flInt lnngY.



between home and foreign interest ;ates. This could be a serious
omission, because world financial markets create connections
between interest rates in different countries. The links between
these rates may not be tight, because there are information and
transactions costs of arhitraging these markets. But even loose links
ri’n’ih~nnnnnntinn c hntn,nc’n thncni’ntnc In nnrl-ir,,lay th.~,wnrIrl



in such a world. And there is much evidence from real life that
central banks pay considerable attention to what they regard as the
real oattpmmt effects of their policies (whether these effects are real
or imaginary), particularly in coimntries with lower degrees of “mdc—
pendencc’’ of central banks from the political process.3

Foti i-tb it i c not l ,,:. i’ that it makes son so to ii so the iinoon d itionni
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Rules Versus Discretion
While studies like Bomhoff’s can contribute to our understanding

of the effects of various monetary rules, there are always economists
and policyrnakers who advance serious arguments in favor of discre-



A Target Zone for the Price Level
In recent discussions of open-economny macroeconomic policy,

there has been much discussion of “target zones” for exchange rates.6

Whatever the merits of those proposals, there is an important lesson
that applies here: A “target zone” for the price level can combine
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